
Keys: Unlocking the Gospel for Muslims
Colin begins his book with the following; “We live in extraordinary days. When I was a student 
(not that long ago), there were no books by Christians about Muslims. Well, there were, but 
finding them was a challenge. No one was interested.” 

“Muslims were people who lived overseas - for all 
intents and purposes, on another planet. No one was 
taught anything about Islam at school. As a keen 
young Christian who wanted to know everything 
about everything, I was totally ignorant of Islam and 
I didn’t even know it. Today the beliefs and practices 
of Muslims turn up frequently in the conversations 
of ordinary people who have no interest in religion. 
Halal food. Veils. Jihad. Mosques. This is new.”  He 
continues with a challenge about our times; “God is 
on the move. The vast majority of all the people who 
were born as Muslims and then found new life in 
Christ are alive today. We live in extraordinary times. 
God is intent on the harvest being brought in and he 
is redrawing the map of the world to do it.”

This book aims to equip Christians to share the 
good news of Jesus effectively with Muslims. It 
provides reference material for people who want 
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A good fit for WEC?
Recently I had the privilege of attending a conference put on by World Vision and Barna called 
‘The Connected Generation: How Leaders Around the World Can Strengthen Faith and Well-
Being Among 18-35 year olds.” 

In the study of 15,000 young adults one of the conclusions they made was that this generation is 
connected but sadly find themselves feeling alone. ‘Despite being a hyper-connected and globally minded 
generation, many young adults say they feel lonely’. Only one third of those interviewed said they felt 
deeply cared for by those physically around them.  This is a concerning statistic especially as this group is 
living in the era labelled the “age of anxiety”.

What was more encouraging was that the study also found that these young adults had a general 
openness toward spirituality and religion, including Christianity; more than half of them felt that religion is 
good for people and society in general.  

Also heartening, was to see their concerns. They indicated  
that because of their beliefs it was important that they be:
• Concerned about the welfare of others
• Give of their time to help others in need
• Stand up against injustices whether they be individuals or groups
• Stand up against corruption
• Give of their own resources.

How well do these concerns fit with what WEC as a mission is involved in around the world!  Ministries like 
Betel and Vulnerable Children, Youth and Families, and refugee ministries are on the frontline of improving 
the welfare of those in desperate need.  Much of our missions work on the ground, is also ultimately 
fighting against corruption and standing up for those who are caught in situations of injustice. 

Missions is also all about people who are giving of their own resources (time, money, abilities) to make 
this world a better place. 

Have you considered how you might be a part of what God is doing? Have you thought about joining with 
WEC to make a positive difference in this world?  

If you want more information on The Connected Generation see this site www.theconnectedgeneration.comFollow us on FB
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to train themselves to handle scripture well so that 
they can communicate effectively.

The book has three major sections, the first of 
these is devoted to issues Muslims might raise, 
a series of 20 common questions and how we 
can answer them. Next, Colin talks about sharing 
Christ through stories and offers several examples. 
Finally, he looks at how a Muslim can be led 
towards faith in Christ by reading the entire Gospel 
of Matthew. The object being to expose your friend 
to Christ rather than to our Christian theology. 

This book is a very practical guide to opening up 
the gospel for Muslims and is available from WEC 
New Zealand for $23 plus postage. 

Colin Bearup has worked with Muslims in Africa 
for over a quarter of a century and has seen a 
number become disciples of Jesus.

[visual created from book cover, actual book not shown]



My Muslim Friend
Zabelulla was born and raised in a Muslim family. His parents and their forefathers were 
Muslims going back many generations. When he was born, his father named him Zabelulla 
which means a sacrifice to God. 

He grew up in a completely Islamic environment 
but in an area densely populated by Hindus. He 
attended schools during the day, which were pro-
Islamic, and later in the evening he learnt Arabic 
at a local mosque. When he reached adulthood, 
Zabelulla was a typical Muslim, very proud of 
his identity. However, later in life he began to 
appreciate what Christianity had done for India, 
in terms of education and social justice. As an 
aspiring poet, he respects Jesus Christ as a prophet 
and a great educator. He is one of 200 million 
Muslims in India who do not yet know Jesus Christ 
personally. I have shared with him many times 
about Jesus. My desire is not only for Zabelulla, 
but for all Muslims to come to know Jesus Christ 
personally. This is why we leave our land for 
distant shores.  

Church planting among Muslims is a long-term 
commitment. It’s been six years so far working with 
Muslims in North India. I have come to understand 
what it feels like to die to self. Sometimes there are 
small ‘funerals’ to attend, sometimes big funerals! 
Dying daily for the Gospel is painful but glorifying. 

I have learnt ten practical strategies for connecting 
with Muslims. 

1. Verbal – Communicating and discipling in the 
heart language of the people with whom we are 
seeking to share the Gospel. This enables us to 
build bridges so that the unreached can hear the 
gospel message in their language. 

2. Vicinity – Living where one can have easy access 
to the target people group and they have easy 
access to us. We can learn about their culture by 
observing them and later join with them in their 
daily activities. 

3. Visibility – modelling Christ in the community. 
I have learnt that actions speak louder than my 
voice. This is very true with Muslims. I have also 
learnt “not to judge a book by its cover”, but in 
the Muslim context, they will judge us by our 
cover – our actions. Can I model Christ without 
saying a word? Consider Francis of Assisi, who 
said, “Go and preach the Gospel, use words if 
necessary”. 

4. ‘Versed Up’ – ongoing education and training to 
fulfil my vision. We learn and we change. Learning 
and sharpening our skills is important. 

5. Velocity – The velocity of an object is the rate 
of change of its position with respect to a frame 
of reference, and is a function of time. Therefore, 
our seed sowing needs to be intentional and 
exponential, in line with our vision and resolve.

6. Vulnerability – allowing potential believers to 
help me in various tasks to build relationships. 
Vulnerable strategies aim to encourage cross-
cultural workers to follow the humble example of 
Jesus. Examples  include; carrying out ministry 
in culturally appropriate ways, refusing a high-
status position, learning the local language, and 
avoiding the use of imported resources in favour 
of local ones.

7. Vital Friendship – be strategically focused on the 
target group. Focus on a handful of friends so we 
can devote our time and energy to involvement in 
their lives for the Gospel and so we will not burn out. Richard (pseudonym)

Richard (pseudonym) and his 
wife (recently married), have 
a heart to reach out to Muslim 
peoples in South Asia. He 
loves people, food, cricket   
and football. 

8. Various Tools – acquaint oneself with various 
tools to evangelise and disciple the target 
audience. Always learn and be prepared to answer 
questions and have stories to share, so Muslims 
can understand the Truth.

9. Vital Spirituality – intimate relationship with God 
is the foundation of all goals and strategy. If we fail 
here, we will fail everywhere else. Ultimately, this 
is God’s mission. We need to be nourished by God 
for His work.

10. Vacation – taking time off when necessary to 
avoid burnout. This could be having a break during 
the day or seasonal breaks. When we “look after 
ourselves well”, we will do missions well.

We all want people like Zabelulla to become 
followers of Jesus. There is a great need for willing 
workers. Pray that the Lord of the harvest will send 
out workers. Jesus loves Muslims too. 



Muslims! Is this God’s time for them?

The Promising Harvest
In 1984, God spoke to us in WEC about advance – 
especially to the Muslim world. Over the next 15 
years WEC doubled the number of missionaries 
and the number of fields where we minister – 
most being to Muslims. We are beginning to 
see the results of the prayers and labours that 
followed.  I recently read a book by Carolyn 
Pinke (Miracles in West Africa, 2019) about the 
work of her and her husband, Bruce, in WEC’s 
Côte d’Ivoire field. When I visited their people, 
the Muslim Worodougou, in 1985, there were 
possibly 2-3 believers, but the breakthrough 
came later. There are now possibly 2-3,000! 

We live in the UK city of Derby, and work 
alongside two WEC couples and others in our 
church involved in a significant ministry to 
Muslim refugees. Every month Robyn and I work 
as part of the team to interview candidates for 
baptism and we have been baptising 2-5 former 
Muslims every month. We have a fluctuating 
population of Hazara Afghans, Iranians and 
Sorani Kurds of around 150 – many are moved 
on by the immigration authorities, or move when 
they gain their residence papers. I wrote an 
article in 1981 to awaken interest in the Kurds, 
and at that time, we only knew of about 10 
Kurdish believers in Jesus. Now we have around 
30 in this church alone! 

Three years ago a US missionary to Muslims 
wrote asking if we could combine our 
information for an article on the estimated global 
total of Believers from a Muslim Background 
(BMBs) and their offspring. I drew upon our 
researches for Operation World (Mandryk, 
Jason, Operation World, 2011) and the Future 
of the Global Church (Patrick Johnstone, 2011) 
The results were published on the internet. 
(Believers_in_Christ_from_a_Muslim_
Background_A_Global_Census)  We reckon that 
in 1960 there were less than 60,000 BMBs. By 
2010, this had risen to around 10 million. I was 
speaking to two researchers who are tracking 
known church planting movements around the 
world, and they estimate this could have risen to 
around 20 million by 2018.

The Beginnings
What has happened that such a change has 
taken place?
1. It is an act of God in answer to much prayer! 

How widely the 30 Days of Prayer for Muslims 
has been used, and many prayed through the 
time of the Muslim fasting month of Ramadan!

2. The thousand-year dominance of Islam in 
world history was lost to the West, then 
followed its eclipse under colonial domination, 
the Israeli defeats, and rise of jihadist Islam 
desirous of restoring ‘pure’ Islam and its 
former glories. Jihadism has caused many 
Muslims to question the validity of their 
inherited faith.

3. The two-way division of the Muslim world; 
first, ideologically between those committed 
to violent jihad, and those who desire peace, 
and second, theologically between the two 
major strands of Islam – the Sunni and Shi’a 
branches. We see the devastating effects in 
the wars in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Yemen, 
which are only the opening rounds of wider 
likely conflict over the coming generation. 
Many of those with whom we speak have 
become Christians partly because of the 
revulsion at violence and harshness in Islam.

4. The impact of Christian radio and satellite 
television channels and the widespread use 
of the internet have created an eye-opening 
realization of an alternative lifestyle, and 
exposure to the Gospel of hope.

5. Extensive efforts to disciple those coming out 
of Islam has led to many culturally relevant 
church planting movements being birthed. 
Many of our WECers are involved, but so little 
can be publicised because of the security risk 
to such ministries.

The Harvest
We are now in a remarkable time. No longer do 
we wonder if there could ever be breakthroughs 
in the Muslim World, but rather, how big could 
this breakthrough become? The first great 
movement followed the aborted Communist 
coup in Indonesia in 1965 and possibly 6 million 
Indonesian Muslims subsequently coming 
to Christ. Then followed the post-Revolution 
turning in Iran with a growing network of 
underground churches in Iran. There were only 
about 400 Iranian BMBs in 1978, but this may 
be well over 1 million today. Then followed the 
North African breakthrough among the Kabyle in 
Algeria – some of the leaders of this movement 
were discipled by WECers – Jerry and Judy 
Brittenden. There may be now over 300,000 
Kabyle, and some Arab BMBs in Algeria today, 
but with the churches under great pressure from 
the authorities. Other movements are taking 
place across the Sahel and in South Asia.

The wars, dictatorships and persecution are 
driving millions from their homes. The Somali, 
Rohingya, Libya and Syria debacles are major 
issues today, but others are likely to produce 
further floods of refugees. It is astonishing to 
see how open these refugees are to Christian 
help and input. In Europe, especially in Germany 
and the the UK, we are beginning to reap a 
harvest for the Kingdom. Our WEC Neighbours 
team in the UK is growing in numbers and 
extending to more cities.

If any of these opportunities jump out at you, contact 
us! Tel: 07 824 3211 Email: treks@wecnz.org  
Website: www.wecnz.org

Patrick Johnstone, WEC International, Author 
Emeritus, Operation World. He has been director 
of research for WEC International  
and has travelled widely, in a  
ministry of motivation, strategic  
planning and information  
gathering.  He and his wife  
currently live in England where  
they serve as regional directors  
of WEC’s European bases. 

Patrick Johnstone

Our Responsibilities
We need to continue to mobilise prayer and 
workers to win the emerging harvest, and 
disciple folk in their homelands and in countries 
of refuge. Also to trust for breakthroughs 
through workers among People Clusters, such as 
the Somalis, Yemenis, Saudis, Libyans, Bengalis, 
and Pakistanis, where there is little evidence 
of a breakthrough yet. Further more we need 
to be reaching out to the traumatised refugees 
and asylum seekers in the countries where they 
have taken refuge, and find appropriate ways 
of discipling leaders and planting groups that 
integrate into indigenous churches.

Goodbye to Turkey
“Sorry sir, you can’t come back into Turkey. You will have to fly back to Germany”

After almost fifteen years living and serving in 
Turkey, these were not the words I wanted to hear 
back in February of this year. I had been away from 
my family for a short ministry trip, but the police 
officer at the airport was telling me that those four 
days of separation were going to be a little longer. 
As I rang my wife from the airport neither of us 
knew that those four days would stretch into four 
months. The hardness of the airport’s marble floor 
was not the only reason I didn’t get much sleep 
that night. Was this really the end of ministry in 
Turkey? If so, where would we go, what would we 
do, how would my young family manage? And for 
how long would we be apart? We had sensed for 
a number of years that something like this might 
eventually happen, but as I sat up and started 
writing ideas for future ministry in a notebook, it 
seemed as if the timetable had been bumped up 
faster than we had would have liked.

Although we weren’t aware of it at the time, the 
Lord had been preparing us for this moment over 
the previous couple of years. Our sabbatical had 
given us time to focus on a vision for the future 
– we just had to decide in which new country it 
would be lived-out. Dreams had prepared my wife 
and given her strength – we just had to interpret 
them. Links with some very part-time work enabled 
us to face the increased financial requirements 
of the other countries of ministry – I just had to 
increase my working hours until other means of 
support became available.

While my wife dealt with the very practical issues 
of being a solo mum and shutting down our life in 
Turkey, I started down the research track. I also 
became aware that we were not alone in no longer 
being welcome in Turkey. So far in 2019, around 30 
friends and colleagues serving in Turkey have had 
similar experiences (turkey_serves_deportation_
order_after_germans_20_years_of_tourism_work). 
But for us, of the many options that were open 
to people who wanted to share the Gospel with 
Muslim people (especially Turkish speakers), 
discernment was needed to determine what our 
next steps might be. In the end, as is often the case, 
God opening some doors, shutting others, giving us 
unexplained senses of peace or uneasiness about 
different options – coupled with good questions 

from others, led to us selecting North London as 
the next place for ministry. The area is teeming with 
migrants from all over the world; as white people, 
we feel like the minority in our new community 
here. Everywhere we turn, we hear Turkish spoken. 
And as things appear to be deteriorating for many 
people in Turkey (economically as well as in other 
areas), we expect even more Turkish speakers to 
arrive in the UK over the coming years. Our prayer 
is that the little fellowship we have joined (led by 
an experienced Turkish couple) will be not just a 
refuge for our family, but also for the many Turkish 
speakers who find themselves in need of more 
than what Turkish flavours of Islam or humanistic 
secularism can offer.

Evan (psuedonym) , his wife and 
family have served with TACO (a 
team with a mission to creatively 
proclaim the gospel of Jesus) for 
around 20 years, as directors, 
musicians, actors and trainers. 
They also encouraged the Turkish 
church in their location. 

Evan (pseudonym)

Reaching refugees in Europe
Do you have a heart to minister to refugees and 
migrants in Italy, Sicily or Torino? 

Spend 3+ months getting involved in:
• Food distribution.
• Teaching English, French, German or Italian. 
• Visiting refugee camps, organising meetings and 

focused events.
• Taking opportunities to share your faith. 

Reaching children, youth and families in 
South Asia
Do you have a background in teaching? A heart for 
Muslims? 

You can have the opportunity to spend 3+ months 
in South Asia:
• Teaching English to nursery or kindergarten 

children and to young adult Muslims. 
• Visiting houses with experienced workers to pray 

for the families and bless the village. 
• Being mentored by seasoned workers to help 

you to build relationships 

Put your gardening skills to use in South Africa
Do you have good vegetable gardening skills?  A 
passion to share Christ and serve a community? 
You can have the opportunity to spend 3+ months 
in South Africa:
• Help with a community vegetable garden for the 

poor and needy in a coal-mining town.
• Providing food parcels with the Word of God to 

our voluntary workers. 
• In addition to gardening, being involved in our 

Fellowship or Kids and Youth Ministry.

Musician wanted in South Asia
Love to play music? Have a heart for the unreached? 

You can have the opportunity to spend 1+ months 
in South Asia:
• To learn some of the local music and local 

language. 
• Experience different kinds of ministry.
• Experience and participate in various worship 

times. 
• See how God is opening doors for musicians and 

music students in this land.
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Training you to cross cultures

Our courses and community 
living are designed to develop 
Biblical knowledge, spiritual 
and emotional resilience, and 
relevant cross-cultural skills...


